Shredded Tire
DRIVEN TOWARD GREEN BUILDING

NAIL INTO IT
Replaces wood blocking

STAND ON IT
Replaces tapered insulation

LIVE IN IT
Housing for the next billion

There are many places filled with tires like these...
It has created a problem for both land and sea.

We have a solution just wait; you’ll see...

Shredding tires gets rid of debris...
Mixing cements builds blocks like these...

It replaces wood blocking
Which means it saves trees!

Everything from rooftop gardens...
To building homes like these

For children to live in without cutting down trees.
SAVE A TREE
SHRED-A-TIRE
AND BUILD!

FORT LAUDERDALE, FL

6742 N.W. 17th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
1-844-480-TIRE (8473) | ShreddedTire.com